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...Moralisten und Stromaufwärtskrauler, 

Literaten, Rocker, Jazzer, Tramps, der 

Geist, wenn schon der Körper hier bleiben 

musste, die Grenzen der DDR überflog. 

(Dieckmann 2004: 12)  

 

East and West German youth have always shared an infatuation with rock and roll 

regardless of their political and ideological differences. Penetrating the borders of the 

German Democratic Republic, British and American Rock music represented freedom, 

nonconformity and liberal political values on both sides of the Wall. Correspondingly, 

homegrown Ostrock offered an immediately accessible avenue for resistance to East 

German youth. With the release of Sonnenalle in 1999, a new era for German cinema 

began and East German directors started to examine their East German experience in a 

new way: with a sense of humor. In Sonnenallee, director Leander Haußmann and 

screenplay writer Thomas Brussig explore the demise of the GDR using comedy, East 

German kitsch and rock music.  Examining the Wendezeit from the eastern side of the 

Wall, Haußmann and Brussig illustrate the position of rock and roll in the collapse of 

East Germany.  

 

1. Introduction 

In 1952, an article appeared in the SED‟s (Socialist Unity Party) Neues Deutschland 

calling for a new German Nationaloper to unite East and West Germany during its Cold 

War division: 

If Germany could not live under a single government at this time, at least their shared 

identity as “Germans,” whether east or west, could be preserved through one national 

culture that transcended artificially imposed political boundaries. (Calico 2002: 190) 

 

Contrary to the socialist party‟s intentions, what evolved into the national culture to 

transcend the East-West divide was not opera but rock and roll. 

When Leander Haußmann and Thomas Brussig‟s cinematic debut opened in theaters, it 

was an instantaneous success. Sonnenallee (1999) was the first post-unification film 

about the German Democratic Republic (GDR) written and directed by East Germans. 

Andrea Rinke (2006: 26) asserts that it “remains to date the only post-Wende film made 

by East Germans about East Germany that has appealed to audiences in both East and 
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West.” Essentially, no East German film has since reached Sonnenallee’s level of 

popularity and thanks to this cult classic, the face of East German cinema has been 

changed forever. 

Written by bestselling author Thomas Brussig and directed by Leander Haußmann, 

Sonnenallee is a unique cinematic experience. A kitschy narrative about the trials and 

tribulations of growing up in the shadow of the Wall, Sonnenallee explores the plights 

of adolescence while tackling some of contemporary Germany‟s more serious issues. 

With their film, Brussig and Haußmann render the East German experience palatable 

for a West German audience. Sonnenallee explores life under socialism using a visual 

vocabulary and soundtrack relatable to its West German audience, while simultaneously 

confronting many of the issues that arose after unification as well as the concept of 

memory itself.  

1.1 From Divided Germany to Divided Memory 

Since the fall of the Wall over two decades ago, a new East-West divide has emerged in 

Germany. Unlike the Iron Curtain, this separation does not split the German nation 

physically but psychologically. Traditionally referred to as Mauer im Kopf, this division 

is located in the memories of former East and West German citizens, in the cultural 

memory of united Germany and in the discrepancies between private and public history. 

Formal history remembers the former GDR very differently than its individuals, often 

emphasizing the negative aspects of living behind the Iron Curtain and examining life in 

East Germany in terms of its state‟s corruption and political crimes. As a result of this 

deprecation, the Ostalgie phenomenon emerged nostalgicizing everything East German. 

However, neither formal history nor Ostalgie suffice in the exploration of daily life in 

the former GDR. Brussig and Haußmann‟s film endeavours to confront both the notions 

of formal history and the ostalgic modes of remembering. Sonnenallee simultaneously 

deconstructs the negative connotations formal history associates with growing up in the 

shadow of the Wall, while simultaneously exploring and dismantling the Ostalgie 

phenomenon. With the help of the rock and roll anthems of Sonnenallee’s soundtrack, 

Brussig and Haußmann have changed how we approach the history of East Germany. 
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2. Rock and Roll Narratives of Resistance 

Through the mixing of American and British rock and roll with the Ostrock featured in 

Sonnenallee, Brussig and Haußmann present life in the former GDR to a familiar 

soundtrack but in a new light. Through its rock and roll narrative, Sonnenallee 

illuminates one relatively unacknowledged means of private and public political 

resistance in the former GDR. Brussig and Haußmann give credit to those private 

citizens who, despite socialist Germany‟s political stranglehold and strict censorship 

laws, were, with the help of clever musicians, rebelling against the state in their own 

way. Music plays such an important role in the film that it becomes a narrative in itself. 

Tracing this rock and roll narrative leads to a better understanding of the role music 

played in the inevitable demise of East Germany. 

2.1 East Germany’s Soundtrack of Rebellion 

In the former GDR, dissidence manifested itself in many forms, often veiled by 

adolescent pastimes. In a 1991 interview, Václav Havel (Durrani 2000: 166) claims that 

due to strict censorship, East German resistance took advantage of many substitute 

outlets of expression, explicitly identifying rock music as a prime example. Claudia 

Rusch (2005: 117) writes that music was East Germany‟s most important medium: “Im 

Gegensatz zur Literatur war es unmöglich, sie fern zu halten. Bücher wurden einfach 

nicht gedruckt und die Einfuhr verhindert. Schluss. Aber Lieder via Äther waren 

unkontrollierbar. Sie kamen durch die Luft.” Sonnenallee is an accurate reflection of 

these sentiments.  

Leonie Naughton (2002: 22) writes that “in the context of unification, film functions as 

means of rewriting the past and redefining or consolidating cultural identity.” This is 

arguably the founding principle behind Brussig and Haußmann‟s Sonnenallee. With 

unification, the people of West Germany inherited the past of their East German 

neighbours, but had no interest in retaining it for it neither belonged to the German 

Federal Republic nor was it relatable (Naughton 2002: 21). East Germans, on the other 

hand, felt that they were becoming assimilated into a West-defined “German Identity” 

instead of being allowed to take a role in creating a new post-unification founding 

mythology (Naughton 2002: 21). Sonnenallee is the resolution to this conflict between 

recovering the East German past while countering the negative discourse that surrounds 

formal East German history by constructing a common identity based on unifying 
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factors despite East and West political differences. Through his youth narrative told 

from the East German perspective, Haußmann restores a positive image of East German 

day-to-day life. More importantly, through employing a cultural language that West 

Germans would understand, namely that of rock and roll, Haußmann is able to 

normalize the East German experience for Sonnenallee’s West German audience (Cook 

2002: 156).  

According to John Street (2003: 124), the music of East Germany was “the product of 

politics, just as the politics was [sic] a product of music.” Street‟s claim coincides with 

the suggestion of many other authors and musicians who assert that Ostrock helped fell 

the Berlin Wall. Dieter „Machine‟ Birr and Peter Meyer from the Puhdys agree that rock 

music accelerated the Wende (Osang 1999: 29). Osman Durrani (2000: 164) claims that 

“rock music played a not inconsiderable part in ensuring the downfall of the regime that 

had tried so hard to curb it” and Peter Wicke (1992: 204) writes that rock‟s subversive 

lyrics‟ “undermining of official ideology helped set the stage for the astounding collapse 

of the government in fall, 1989.” Quoting Tony Mitchell and Timothy W. Ryback, 

Jolanta Pekacz (1994: 41) argues: “…rock represented „probably the most widespread 

vehicle of youth rebellion, resistance and independence behind the Iron Curtain‟ …; and 

was „the realization of a democratic process‟ there…” These authors saw rock music as 

a realm in which the youth of East Germany took their political liberties. 

2.2 Sonnenallee’s Rock and Roll Narrative 

Sonnenallee’s rock and roll narrative of resistance plays out on two levels. Diegetically, 

American and British rock and roll anthems of defiance, such as the Rolling Stones 

covers of “Let It Loose” and “Tumbling Dice” and the Box Tops cover “The Letter,” 

sing in the tradition of rock music‟s timeless battle against “The Establishment”; non-

diegetically, the Ostrock featured in Sonnenallee recalls the active participation of bands 

such as Keimzeit, the Puhdys and Nina Hagen in subverting the East German state 

through their lyrics and actions. These riffs and choruses of subversive counterculture 

echo tales of adolescent rebellion and the history of political resistance in the GDR. 

Through their analyses, Brussig and Haußmann‟s role in the discourse surrounding East 

Germany since unification becomes clear.  

The post-unification literature and cinema by East German authors and directors such as 

Brussig and Haußmann endeavour to bridge the mental divide that still exists between 
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East and West Germany today. Through Sonnenallee’s rock and roll narrative, Brussig 

and Haußmann seek to produce an ideologically unified East and West Germany. They 

illustrate how despite political differences, there were several fundamental similarities 

between living in the East and living in the West; they depict how Ostrock was a means 

of rebellion for East German youth and perhaps demonstrate that through rock and roll 

music, German youth were united on some level prior to 1989. Sonnenallee’s rock and 

roll narrative illustrates how music functions as a tool for political subversion. Rock and 

roll was a part of day-to-day resistance in the GDR (Dieckmann 2002: 15) and 

Sonnenallee’s use of music to undermine the socialist state attempts to change the 

dominant historical perspective regarding East Germany.  

 

3. The Sonnenallee Soundtrack: “Sonnenallee West…” 

The East German cliché expounded by literature and media alike is that of 

unquestioning political obedience. Instead of exhibiting a unanimous support for the 

party, the characters of Haußmann‟s film demonstrate a “willingness to conform” and 

music functions as their tool to distance themselves from the political system while 

remaining immersed within it (Woodgate 2005). In this manner, Sonnenallee’s opening 

scene can be read as a common way in which East German youth quietly rebelled 

against socialist authority. 

Sonnenallee begins with the recording of the then forbidden song “Moscow” by the 

1960s West German rock band Wonderland onto tape. The film‟s protagonist, Micha, 

plays the recording for his friends, proudly declaring that it is “total kontra,” but the 

group is caught by police immediately. The neighbourhood Abschnittsbevollmächtigter
1
 

(ABV) approaches Micha and his friends and interjects with: “na – was ist denn hier 

verboten?” They manage to convince him not only that the song is legitimate, but also 

that the term “verboten” is actually slang for “cool,” thus turning this subtle act of 

defiance into a transcendent victory. The subversive quality of the communal pretence 

lies in its disregard for GDR standard law and its open disrespect for East German 

authority, but the fact that forbidden rock and roll is Brussig and Haußmann‟s tool to 

                                                 
1
  Abschnittsbevollmächtigter was the name given to the neighbourhood policemen of the East German 

Volkspolizei. 
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undermine the former East German government ascribes both legitimacy and more 

significance to the act. 

Due to the post-war prominence of American Forces Network (AFN), rock and roll was 

not only associated with Germany‟s liberation from National Socialism, it also became 

a second ideological option presented to the youth of East Germany. As Christoph 

Dieckmann (2004: 15) suggests, political orientation became “Musik statt Marx” among 

East German youth. He identifies American rock and roll as East German youth‟s 

political asylum from the world in which they lived and observes that it was his 

generation‟s alternative to Marxism. Thus in Sonnenallee, rock and roll‟s importance 

can also be read as Brussig and Haußmann presenting a new system of belief with 

which to associate the GDR. Instead of socialism being the centre of East German youth 

ideology, Brussig and Haußmann‟s belief system aligns itself to the rock and roll code 

of conduct. Despite the political strong-arming and strict censorship laws with which 

socialist Germany is typically associated, Brussig and Haußmann develop the image of 

a GDR where individual freedom did exist and where, as Dieckmann (2004: 15) 

suggests, East German youth took their political liberties into the realm of rock and roll. 

3.1 Rock and Roll in East Germany: A History of Controversy 

Rock music has a controversial past all over the world and in the GDR the associations 

with 1950s and 1960s rock and roll didn‟t disappear with the 1970s and 1980s.  East 

German authorities perceived jazz and rock music as problematic both politically and 

socially (Poiger 2000: 43). These issues were not symptomatic of an actual dislike of 

progressive music; rather, East German authorities were contesting the moral, cultural 

and ideological essence the music embodied (Poiger 2000: 43). Cold War East Germany 

was in search of a socialist national culture and thus rock and roll, which was seen as a 

symbol of capitalist decadence, American materialism and the „cultural barbarism of 

American imperialism‟, was immediately banned (Maas and Reszel 1998: 267). 

Counterintuitive to rock music‟s origins in blues and jazz, which were derived from the 

frustrations and protest of the black underclass in the Southern United states, the leaders 

of the GDR associated rock with capitalism and big business. Even though German 

racism was supposedly defeated with National Socialism, this “negro music”, described 

as “degenerate,” “decadent” and “inferior,” was seen as a contamination of the German 

identity (Poiger 2000: 43).  Language reminiscent of the Nazi era, which the postwar 
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generation was trying to escape, had been resurrected in the GDR (Poiger 2000: 43). 

Thus by embracing jazz, blues and early rock and roll, Germany‟s youth distanced 

themselves even further from the Nazi values of their parents‟ generation (Poiger 2000: 

43). The synthesized sound of 1950s and 1960s American rock in Lars Vegas‟ “Stay” 

and The Schakes‟ “Do the Twist” on the Sonnenallee soundtrack lend themselves well 

to this sort of interpretation. They are also consistent with the use of English lyrics in 

the German music of that era. 

In the 1950s and 1960s, English lyrics, syncopated rhythms, and imitations of Anglo-

American models signaled solidarity with the social, political and cultural innovations 

underway in postwar West Germany as it became integrated into the anticommunist 

alliance dominated by the United States. This spread of American and later British music 

of the Beatles, Rolling Stones and other groups represented an acceptance of the 

promises of a consumer utopia rising out of the spiritual and physical ruins of Nazi 

Germany and a willingness to adopt a new identity while submerging issues of 

culpability for the past. (Larkey 2002: 248) 

 

As an extension of this tradition, East German youth of the 1970s and 1980s used 

American and British rock and roll to disassociate themselves further from their parents‟ 

politics. Subsequently, the desire to escape all things that historically defined the 

German identity and „Germanness‟ was visible in the popularity of imported music 

(Langston 2004: 184). Instead of becoming the enthusiastic party members their parents 

were first during National Socialism and then later under the GDR‟s socialist system, 

East German youth ideology centered itself on music. German youth of the postwar 

generation literally used rock and roll to exorcise the fascist element out of West 

Germany (Langston 2004: 185) and much the same could be said for the East. Thus the 

dominant position of rock and roll in films such as Sonnenallee is intended to paint a 

picture of East Germany‟s postwar generation rejecting the ideals and conventions of its 

authorities. 

3.2 The Rolling Stones 

The Rolling Stones is one band that figures particularly well in this discussion of the 

politics of music. As the prototype for hard rock and the longest surviving band in rock 

and roll history, the Rolling Stones were as integral to the introduction of rhythm and 

blues to the white youth generation of the 1960s and 1970s as they are in Haußmann‟s 

film. Banned in East Germany, the Stones‟ rebellious bad boy image and blatant 

disregard for “The Establishment” make them the perfect musical metaphor for 

Sonnenallee’s political subversion. 
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One of Sonnenallee’s subplots pivots around Wuschel‟s search for the Rolling Stones‟ 

1972 double album Exile on Main Street and although he does come close to acquiring 

it twice, the search is ultimately fruitless. The first time he makes his black-market 

album purchase there is a power outage in the Sonnenallee Grenzgebiet. With the border 

guards frantic in the darkness and general confusion, Wuschel attempts to flee the busy 

street, but his escape looks suspicious and the local ABV fires at him. Luckily, the shot 

isn‟t fatal and instead of penetrating his skin, the bullet fractures the double album. The 

Rolling Stones essentially save Wuschel‟s life, but the price of sacrificing his long-

sought forbidden music is inestimably high. This incident can be read as representative 

of how rock music sheltered East German youth from the socialist political system. The 

second time Wuschel gets his hands on Exile on Main Street occurs at the end of the 

film. Wuschel returns to Sonnenallee in search of Micha. With the proclamation 

“Männer brauchen Musik,” the two climb the stairs to Micha‟s apartment for a private 

listening party. Unfortunately, the album is a fake and what plays is Eastern Bloc pop, 

not even remotely reminiscent of American or British rock and roll.  

In order to understand the metaphorical significance of the Rolling Stones fully, a little 

historical background on the album is needed. Exile on Main Street was partially 

produced in the basement of the Rolling Stones‟ 1971 summer refuge in the South of 

France (Norman 2001: 424). The group was forced to leave their British home out of 

fear of bankruptcy due to their tax debts. Keith Richards rented Villa Nellecôte, a gothic 

chateau near Nice, where he and the band took up residence in June (Norman 2001: 

412). A parallel becomes immediately clear here: just as the Rolling Stones were then 

living in exile in France, Micha and his friends are living in exile in East Germany. The 

fact that the villa was the former headquarters of the local Nazi SS during the Second 

World War (Schinder 2008: 222) adds more substance to the symbolism and Wuschel‟s 

relentless search. In his desperation for the double album, Wuschel is also expressing 

his desire for political asylum. The Stones‟ appropriation of the former Nazi 

headquarters is a reaffirmation of the defeat of the Third Reich and Wuschel‟s search 

becomes the desire for a similar conquest: the defeat of his political system at the hands 

of the rock and rollers who conquered National Socialism. 

Haußmann‟s treatment of the Rolling Stones as an East German political symbol is 

filled with supplementary meaning. From the band‟s position in rock and roll history in 

general, it is apparent that the Rolling Stones played a vital role in political unrest 
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around the world. However, the Rolling Stones also figured in the specific context of 

German political upheaval. Although rock music was not necessarily as important to the 

figureheads of the German student movement of the late 1960s as it was for the students 

themselves, it was recognized as political. Richard Langston discusses the political 

importance of the Rolling Stones in Germany and comments on student-movement 

spokesman Rudi Dutschke‟s acknowledgement of the band‟s “association with the 

battle against false consciousness” (2004: 185). 

3.3 Simulating Unification 

Sonnenallee illustrates that despite East-West political differences, children in the East 

grew up in much the same way as the children in the West. The film develops the image 

of a divided Germany where music was able to transcend the divide. Haußmann and 

Brussig use rock and roll to illustrate a previously unacknowledged unifying factor 

between the East and West German youth cultures, a concept reflected in the actual 

music history of East Germany: 

Auch die Geschichte der deutsch-deutschen Teilung und der Vernetzungen jenseits der 

Mauern ließen sich entlang der Musikkultur rekonstruieren. Die deutsche Teilung zog 

sich als Thema – wenngleich mit unterschiedlichen Intentionen – durch alle Genres der 

Liedkultur. Die Westmusik wurde als Feindbild einer Unkultur vom Staate verdammt und 

für die Jugend zur selbst gewählten Leitkultur. In der Phase der Entspannung duldete man 

die Westmusik zähneknirschend und spendierte der Staatsjugend teuer erkaufte 

Musikevents mit Joe Cocker und Bruce Springsteen. Künstler wie Udo Lindenberg und 

sein „Mädchen aus Ostberlin“ ... oder BAP stehen für den Prozess der deutsch-deutschen 

Annäherung über die Musik. Gleichzeitig boten die Westmedien von der DDR-

Kulturpolitik geächteten Kunstlern wie Bettina Wegner oder Wolf Biermann ein Podium 

und verhalfen ihnen so erst zu Popularität. Es waren auch die Westberliner 

Mauerkonzerte der 80er Jahre, die die innerdeutsche Grenze dies und jenseits des 

Brandenburger Tores zu einer gesamtdeutschen Pilgerstätte werden ließen und im Osten 

der Stadt die Sicherheitskräfte auf den Plan riefen, als Rockfans „Mauer weg“ 

skandierten. Und es gab auch sie – die als deutsch-deutscher Kulturaustausch initiierten 

gemeinsamen Projekte von Ost- und Westkünstlern. (Handro 2006: 57) 

 

Sonnenallee suggests that Germany‟s unified population might be able to 

recontextualize their relative histories to forge a national identity based on the unifying 

influence of rock and roll rather than on past political divisions. 
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4. The Sonnenallee Soundtrack: “Sonnenallee Ost…” 

During the East German era of strict censorship it was rock music and its lyrics that 

sang loudest against the state. Günter Mayer examines East German rock in his article 

“Popular Music in the GDR” published in the winter of 1984:  

…rock has been and is a new quality in content and form, in the messages and in its 

multimedial representations as authentic expression of collective experience under 

conditions of urban life. Realized by young people in a new intensity, full of power and 

despair, of hopes and fear and, of course, of vitality and fun. Characteristic is the deep 

criticism of all forms of establishment in society and in music – what in turn always has 

been criticised by the establishment as aggressive and destructive. (Mayer 1984: 181) 

 

Popular music was considered a possible avenue for propaganda and was heavily 

scrutinized by East German authorities for subversive political or social content 

(Durrani 2000: 146). East German musicians became very conscious of the 

repercussions incurred by obvious disparagement of the state and retaliated by 

becoming ever-more creative in their criticisms of the government, often retreating into 

myth and metaphor to discuss social, political or ideological issues. Ostrock evolved 

into an emblem of East German resistance as the result of three factors: 

The first of these is that the state‟s repression of rock transformed into „a medium of 

resistance which was more or less impossible to control‟. The second thought is that 

musicians developed skill in encoding political discussion of society with metaphorical 

lyrics that the audience could then decode, a skill they themselves learned from reading 

between the lines of Communist propaganda. Thirdly, the musicians had power, partly 

as a result of their economic position. The more successful groups were under contract 

to West German companies and represented a valuable source of hard currency in a 

failing economy. (Street 2003: 124) 

The strict state control resulted in opaque forms of resistance: “as lyrics had to be in 

German and critical opinions had to be concealed, the poetry of GDR-rock was highly 

developed and the audience became used to reading between the lines” (Maas and 

Reszel 1998: 269). Through creative imagery, Ostrock was able to circumvent East 

German censorship and inspire its listeners by recounting narratives of myth and legend 

and employing metaphors of flight and freedom (Durrani 2000: 149; Osang 1999: 28). 

Claudia Rusch (2005: 117) examines how “Musik stand für Hoffnung:” “Jeder Hit, der 

das Wort “frei” enthielt wurd im Herzen eines Ossis zum Protestsong.” The Sonnenallee 

soundtrack reflects this sentiment using a very specific score. Musicians Keimzeit, the 

Puhdys and Nina Hagen played important roles in youth resistance in the GDR and in 

Sonnenallee’s contemporary soundtrack their rebellious efforts are remembered, revered 

and celebrated.  
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Three songs on the Sonnenallee soundtrack figure well into this discussion: Keimzeit‟s 

“Das Projektil,” the Puhdy‟s “Geh zu ihr,” and Nina Hagen‟s “Du hast den Farbfilm 

vergessen.” Each of these East German artists represents an element of political 

rebellion in the former GDR. 

4.1 Keimzeit’s “Das Projektil” 

Keimzeit is well known for their subtly political lyrics, which were often so complex 

that while they succeeded in averting the attention of East German authorities, the 

band‟s fans were also baffled by their songs‟ dense metaphor: 

Das Understatement resultierte aber auch aus den bunten Texten. Die Fans kannten jedes 

Wort auswendig, doch ein richtiges Bekenntnis konnte nicht daraus werden, dazu 

entzogen sie sich zu sehr ins Bildliche. Die politischen Botschaften der Band waren 

sublim: Keimzeit wusste, dass “die Ohren der Spitzel weit offen stehn,” und immunisierte 

sich auf seltsam weise Art genauso gegen den Staat wie auch gegen allzu ideologisches 

Wahrnehmungen durch die Fans. (Anders 2004: 147) 

Although it was released on the 1998 album Im Elektromagnetischen Feld, Keimzeit‟s 

“Das Projektil” is a good example of such metaphorical complexity. Ultimately, the 

actual significance behind “Das Projektil” is as irrelevant as the exact implication of the 

song‟s imagery. The importance lies in the fact that “Das Projektil‟s” ambiguity calls 

for deeper analysis and the strength of its symbolism lies in its ability to provoke 

thought. Keimzeit‟s metaphorical elusiveness introduces the manner with which all East 

German rock should be listened to – with a careful ear seeking to decipher the Ostrock 

secret code of subtle subversive meaning. 

4.2 The Pudhys’ “Geh zu ihr” and Die Legende von Paul und Paula 

Keimzeit‟s violent love story is followed by the Puhdys’ “Geh zu ihr.” The Puhdys were 

East Germany‟s best known band with a musical history that transcended the Wall. As 

one of only three bands permitted to tour in the Federal Republic, the Puhdys even 

ventured to North America (Mayer 1984: 153). Two vastly different presumptions have 

been made about the Puhdys. The first is that they were the ultimate in conformist 

music, while the second pronounced them the complete opposite.  

In the early 1970s, Honecker began an obvious attempt to domesticate rock music and 

the Puhdys were the first rock band to emerge with “state” approval (Durrani 2000: 

150). Consequently, their music was often referred to as Staatsrock (Helbig 2003: 6; 

Durrani 2000: 151). Paradoxically, the Puhdys were also viewed as political and their 

songs politically subversive. The Puhdys’ lyrics often retreated into myth and legend to 
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discuss political and social issues counter to GDR ideology. As Dieter „Machine‟ Birr 

(Osang 1999: 28) recounts, they used metaphors “vom Fliegen und von Freiheit” to 

express their displeasure with the socialist state. Their song “Ikarus” is a good example 

of where the Puhdys employed both of these techniques. The Puhdys’ song featured on 

the Sonnenallee soundtrack is an important example of Ostrock’s use of the metaphor of 

flight, a metaphor often read as a criticism on the state‟s restrictions of foreign travel 

(Wicke 1992: 204) as well as a desire for freedom. The Puhdys’ “Geh zu ihr” uses the 

image of a kite soaring into the unknown to inspire its listeners.  

“Geh zu ihr” was originally written for the 1973 film Die Legende von Paul und Paula, 

directed by Heiner Carow. The song plays during the infamous bed scene, which 

underscores “Geh zu ihr‟s” sexual undertones. It has been acknowledged that sex was 

one way in which East German youth exercised their freedom. Die Legende von Paul 

und Paula and “Geh zu ihr” represented sexual independence as well as liberation from 

orthodox political and cultural ideologies (Larkey 2000: 12).  Die Legende von Paul and 

Paula is still considered to be among the most contentious films released in the GDR. 

Although more controversial films were made, their release was restricted. Carow‟s film 

made it through the censors and was East Germany‟s biggest cinematic hit. Despite its 

success, it was very nearly banned shortly after its premier.  

Carow‟s film tells the story of Paul and Paula and how the bleakness of their lives led 

them to each other. It depicts a life very unlike that which was propagated by state 

propaganda and in this way subverted the political system. Not only does Die Legende 

von Paul und Paula depict the real GDR and the misery that might have lived within its 

confines, it also demonstrates how the people dealt with their circumstances and found 

happiness in unlikely places. Cinema like Die Legende von Paul and Paula illustrates 

how filmmakers used their medium to criticize the GDR by simply depicting it how 

they saw it. Similarly, Anthony Enns (2007: 482) argues that Sonnenallee’s presentation 

of life in the GDR as normal is in fact a political statement and quotes Elke de Wit: 

“Sonnenallee „pleads for recognition from West Germans that life for young East 

Germans was just as valid.‟” 

By relating Sonnenallee to Die Legende von Paul und Paula through the Pudhys anthem 

of individuality, Haußmann associates his film with the controversial and subversive 

cinema of his DEFA predecessors. One critic even suggests that Haußmann‟s 

Sonnenallee is “Die Legende von Micha und Miriam” (Krekeler 1999). Plenzdorf used 
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Die Legende von Paul und Paula to criticize the state and employed its soundtrack to 

inspire his audience. Through “Geh zu ihr,” Haußmann aligns his film with this form of 

resistance to highlight his characters‟ defiance and inspire his viewers to confront the 

outdated of image of East Germany. Haußmann recalls the tradition of subversive 

DEFA cinema, while illustrating his characters‟ resistance and demonstrating how the 

young men and women on the Eastern end of Sonnenallee were undermining the state in 

their own ways. 

4.3 Nina Hagen’s “Du has den Farbfilm vergessen” and East German Memory 

The Puhdys‟ anthem of individuality is followed by a famous song by another icon of 

East German resistance. Nina Hagen‟s “Du hast den Farbfilm vergessen” is the most 

memorable and meaningful song on the Sonnenallee soundtrack. Within its chorus, it 

succeeds in encompassing the sentiment of the entire film.  

Born in 1955, Nina Hagen grew up with her mother in the house of famous poet, 

songwriter and intellectual-figurehead of East German resistance, Wolf Biermann 

(Hintze 2000: 23). “Du hast den Farbfilm vergessen” was Hagen‟s entrance into the 

charts. It was produced in East Germany before her emigration to the West and has 

since been elevated to cult status. 

In 1976, Wolf Biermann was invited to perform at the legendary Kölner Konzert. When 

he tried to return home, he found that he had been “decitizenized” and his reentrance 

into East Germany was denied. A protest broke out over his refused return and among 

the protesters was Hagen. The socialist authorities didn‟t take the protest lightly and 

shortly there after, Hagen and her mother left for the West with state “approval” (Hintze 

2000: 64). Essentially, Nina Hagen was expatriated (Durrani 2000: 164). This incident 

alone makes Hagen a key figure in the soundtrack to East German resistance, and in the 

context of Haußmann‟s film, the connection is doubly profound with the inclusion of 

her song‟s lyrics. 

Hagen sings the story of two young lovers vacationing on Hiddensee, an island in the 

Baltic Sea. Evelyn Finger (2003) cites one suggestion that island holidays were 

metaphors for East Germany‟s socialist dictatorship, but my reading of the song‟s 

message is more complicated. The girl in Hagen‟s song is lamenting the fact that her 

companion neglected to bring colour film for his camera. Her worry is that with all her 
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holiday photos in black and white, the true beauty of their time together – her in her 

bikini and her at the FKK – will be lost (Durrani 2000: 164). 

“Du hast den Farbfilm vergessen” begins just before Sonnenallee’s credits start to roll at 

the closure of the film‟s narrative. Wuschel and Micha have disappeared and their 

choreographed rock and roll dance in full technicolour has been replaced by greyscaled 

streets and a deserted border crossing. The implication here is that rock and roll has 

successfully toppled the Berlin Wall. With Sonnenallee’s rock and roll narrative of 

resistance complete, the camera lingers and Hagen‟s song begins to provide greater 

insight into the film‟s second motif: memory. Much like the girl‟s concern that her 

holiday might turn into shades of gray, the film‟s transition from colour to black and 

white represents ways of remembering the GDR. The song itself is a testament to the 

efforts of Haußmann and Brussig and the banality of its domestic tragedy makes the 

contrast between a trip to the beach and a life under socialist rule that much stronger. 

Sonnenallee brings the colour of life in East Germany back into the memories of its 

audience, an idea reiterated in the headline of Christina Kuhl‟s (1999) taz review 

“Schluß mit Grau! Die DDR in Farbe.” It illustrates how the bleak images of 

documentary film, course packs and history books have simplified the complex past of 

the GDR into shades of black, white and gray. What began as “blau und weiß und grün” 

loses its meaning and becomes “nicht mehr wahr” in the black and white records of 

“official” history. Documentary images and newspaper clippings of formal history are 

insufficient in capturing the essence of family life, relationships and the day-to-day in 

East Germany. In an interview with Der Spiegel, Hagen discusses East German 

nostalgia:  

Aus westdeutscher Perspektive ist die DDR wirklich nur dieser autoritäre, biedere Staat 

gewesen. Aber das is eben die halbe Wahrheit. Viele Westler wissen nicht, was für irre 

Partys da abgelaufen sind. Ich habe mit meinen Freunden jedenfalls ganz verwegene 

Sachen gemacht: privates Kabarett, selbst geschriebene Operetten, die wir in 

irgendwelchen Wohnzimmern aufgeführt haben. Es gab phantastische Freaks in der 

DDR. (Beyer 2002: 204) 

 

These moments of private history and private memory are only retained in photo albums 

and holiday collages – in colour film and in Sonnenallee. 

Ultimately, “Du hast den Farbfilm vergessen” is about the process of remembering. 

Andreas Webber discusses this element of the song‟s lyrics in his article “Falling Walls, 

Sliding Doors, Open Windows”: 
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The „Farbfilm‟ turns to grey, to the ironic strains of the pop-song „Du hast den Farbfilm 

vergessen‟, suggesting that the formal aesthetic of the film, the mode of fantasy it has 

constructed, is bound up with the uncertain reliability of memory; in the words of the 

song: „alles, grau und weiß und grün und später nicht mehr wahr‟. (Webber 2006: 15) 

 

Sonnenallee is a snapshot of Micha Ehrenreich‟s youth, through which Haußmann‟s 

colour film returns the blue, white and green to the black and white memories of the 

GDR.  

The soundtrack‟s element of modernity also develops an interesting perspective on the 

process of remembering. Ken Woodgate (2005) comments on Sonnenallee’s soundtrack 

in his article on music and memory. While Lars Vegas‟ “Stay” is able to evoke the 

1950s era, it does not reflect it accurately (Woodgate 2005). The same could be said for 

The Schakes‟ “Do the Shake” with regard to the 1960s era of music. It is exactly this 

type of pseudo-American rock and roll that sang in unison with the endeavours of the 

Western world (Larkey 2002: 248). These songs in combination with original Ostrock 

tracks, rock and roll covers and songs written for the film create an atmosphere of 

questionable authenticity. Thus, Woodgate (2005) suggests that the music in 

Sonnenallee acts as a “figure of the process of recollection and its inaccuracies.” 

Sonnenallee’s music references the fact that memory is selective and employs ideas and 

images from both the past and the present to construct itself (Woodgate 2005). With his 

film, Haußmann confronts the negative image of East Germany as well as the Ostalgie 

phenomenon and through his soundtrack, he deconstructs them. 

 

5. Dancing Towards Freedom 

In his article “„Fight the Power‟: the Politics of Music and the Music of Politics,” John 

Street (2003: 124) discusses the relationship between music and political movement and 

cites the GDR as proof of their interconnectedness. 

An intriguing case study is provided by Peter Wicke, who argues that rock musicians in 

East Germany came to provide an important catalyst for the collapse of the East 

German regime. He writes: „rock musicians were instrumental in setting in motion the 

actual course of events which led to the destruction of the Berlin Wall and the 

disappearance of the GDR.‟ (Street 2003: 124) 

 

Wicke‟s argument is common throughout much of the literature written on rock music 

in East Germany and in their film, Brussig and Haußmann apply this concept quite 

literally.  
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The closing of Sonnenallee is the pinnacle of the film‟s claim that rock and roll felled 

the Berlin Wall. When Wuschel realizes that his Stones‟ album is a fake, he is 

profoundly disappointed. In reaction, Micha makes it immediately clear that it is not the 

actual music they seek, rather the rock and roll spirit behind the music – for which they 

don‟t need the Stones‟ double album. The two stand up on Micha‟s bed, pull out their 

air guitars and start rocking out like they are the Rolling Stones. The song that 

accompanies their jam session is “The Letter” sung by Dynamo 5 but originally written 

by the 1970s American rock band Box Tops and famously covered by Joe Cocker. 

Micha and Wuschel transform into the rock stars they have always dreamed of 

becoming and as they climb onto the balcony to continue to wail on their air guitars, a 

crowd gathers. The ABV drops his broom in resignation to the rock and roll spirit and 

the boys‟ audience begins to dance. Like every rock and roller that has gone before him, 

Micha throws his t-shirt into the crowd and the two jump off the balcony. Andrew J. 

Webber (2006: 15) comments: “Micha and Wuschel enact their version of the leap from 

the window or balcony that is part of the traumatic history of the Wall.” In this moment, 

Micha with his brown dress jacket and Wuschel with his leather jacket and rock star 

sunglasses have become Mick Jagger and Keith Richards and they join the crowd in 

dancing towards the Wall. By the end of the narrative, the Sonnenallee neighbourhood 

is miraculously unified through the spirit of rock and roll (Enns 2007: 480). As the 

chorus of “The Letter” repeats the appropriate homecoming sentiment, the crowd of 

dancers confronts the border guards who have no way to fend off the power of rock and 

roll. The scene turns black and white, replicating the authenticity of documentary or 

news reel footage: the wall is open and the border crossing is deserted. Rock and roll 

has successfully felled the Berlin Wall and as the camera keeps moving West, it remains 

focused on the East and the viewer‟s eye lingers to observe Sonnenallee from the other 

side of the Wall, thus reminding us of a second unifying element that has always been 

there: the street of Sonnenallee itself. 

John Street (2003: 130) writes: “In thinking about the politics of music it is important to 

see how it comes to matter, both to the states that manage it and the citizens who enjoy 

it. The pleasures of music are part of its politics, not an incidental feature of them.” The 

state asserted that rock music was a tool utilized by the West to convert the East. In 

reality, Ostrock was a means for the youth of East Germany to liberate themselves from 

the Soviet‟s iron grip and the socialist party‟s ideology. Rock music represented the 
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most pervasive channel for youth rebellion, resistance and independence behind the 

Wall (Mitchell 1992: 187). It simultaneously provided an enhanced political context for 

the oft-banned anthems of British and American rock and roll while aiding in the 

production of home-grown East German music built on western rock traditions but 

resonating within the GDR‟s own highly charged political atmosphere (Mitchell 1992: 

187).  

 

6. Conclusion 

Immediately after the Wall fell, German music from East and West alike appeared on 

public radio. However, it didn‟t last long. By the day of German unification, very few 

East German songs received radio play. The history of East German music was tossed 

aside as soon as the GDR vanished (Handro 2006: 57), yet another symptom of Mauer 

im Kopf. Furthermore, the recent resurgence of Ostrock has been dismissed as part of 

the Ostalgie phenomenon. Is it fair to fans of Ostrock that the media and cultural 

institutions of Germany have dismissed the music of their generation as simply a form 

of East German nostalgia? Haußmann and Brussig respond to this trend with their film 

and explore an important part of the music history of East Germany through their 

generation‟s anthems of resistance. 

Haußmann and Brussig return Ostrock and the music of their youth to the citizens of 

former East Germany and along with it, the East German “akustische Heimat” (Handro 

2006: 57). This is not simply a question of the adequate portrayal of East Germany‟s 

musical history; it is an exploration into East German self-representation and collective 

memory. As one customer at an Ost-disko puts it: “It‟s not only the music … It‟s the 

shared memory” (Berdahl 1999: 203). The depiction of the history and culture of former 

East Germany by East German authors and directors demands more attention than it has 

historically been given. Handro (2006: 58) concludes her article with an inquiry into the 

future of research on East German music: “Wie wird das Thema Musikkultur in Filmen 

wie Goodby Lenin, Der rote Kakadu oder Sonnenallee verarbeitet?” Handro‟s question 

acknowledges how important self-representation through music in film can be and 

addresses the need for further inquiry into the subject. With regards to Sonnenallee, the 

importance of music is clear. By returning the communal idols of East German 

adolescence, Brussig and Haußmann underscore one way East and West Germany were 
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unified prior to 1989 and reassert the East German proclivity to resist the state on a 

daily basis: by picking up (air) guitars and singing songs about Icarus, flight and 

freedom – or by simply listening to them. 
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